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**Characteristics of the MSME segment**

- **Enterprise size**
  - Micro
  - Small
  - Medium

**Impact of COVID on microenterprises**

- **Revenue decline**
- **Overtime changes**
- **Cash shortages**
- **Loyalty**

**How are women entrepreneurs faring?**

- **Revenue decline**
- **Overtime changes**
- **Cash shortages**

**Adapting to shocks**

- **Mentorship and skill building**
- **Digital platforms**

**Are enterprises ready to go digital?**

- **Barriers to digital use for women entrepreneurs**
  - **Lack of awareness**
  - **Limited access to finance**
  - **Technical challenges**

**Pathways to recovery - A roundup of policy measures and recommendations**

- **Enhanced digital infrastructure**
- **Upgraded access to finance**
- **Skill development programs**

**Initiatives for promoting digitalisation of women entrepreneurs**

- **Saheli**
- **Shilpgram Mahilla Producer Co. Ltd.**
- **JeeVika**
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